A classic example of the effects of our
NZ weather on standard fence paint.

APPLICATION

It’s just better
Let’s get to the point... most fence paints are cheap
& nasty... so we’re doing it better!

Better Protection
FARM BLACK 100% NZ made for NZ conditions. It’s been especially
formulated with up to 50% MORE BLACK PIGMENT which means you get a
sharper looking fences for longer and better coverage with each coat. We’ve
upped the GLOSS FACTOR and added FULL STRENGTH ANTI-MOULD
additive to reduce MOULD and LICHEN uptake. UV inhibitors are standard in
our paint and protect the life and colour of your fences.
***We are currently in the process of developing a better ANTI-CHEW paint for localized areas such
as Stables, Gates and surrounding fencing... Watch this space***

For maintenance coating, water blast with an anti-moulding agent, allow to
dry then apply 1 coat for a jet black glossy finish. For dry and re-coat times
give up to 1 - 2 hours on warm fine days and allow up to 4 - 5 hours on
cooler days.
FARM BLACK is formulated to be EASIER on the spray gear and cleans up
with WATER. It is best applied with an airless spray unit but can also be
rolled or brushed. We use lighter weight higher strength pigments so you
get less settling during long periods of storage. Our OPEN TOPPED DRUMS
make stirring easier and cleaner.

If your fences look like this you need Post &
Rail Farm Black. Give us a call.
Paint Tech Hamilton Limited
1 d, Sunshine Ave, Te Rapa, Hamilton
Phone John 021-866663 or email hamilton@painttechshop.co.nz

Better Value
FARM BLACK isn’t the cheapest but its not far off. It is however the best
available on the market and still remains competitively priced. FARM BLACK
goes further and covers better than the completion... we know this because we
made it and we tested the others.

Better Coverage
As we said FARM BLACK goes further! The coverage on an average 4 post
and rail fence is approximately 3 meters per litre per coat. That’s roughly
600m of fence per 200 litre drum. For best results on new timber, 2 coats are
recommended, the first coat soaking in and giving exceptional coverage while
the second coat will give a GLOSSY look even on rough sawn timber. The
finished appearance is clean sharp jet black Post and Rail Fences.

Our Environmental Systems

Paint Tech Paints are here in New Zealand, contain no added heavy metals; e.g. Pb, Hg, Cr,
and no formaldehyde; it is benzene free and TDI content is less than 0.1% and are safe for
both painters, and farm animals. Our manufacturing facility works towards minimizing energy
consumption and waste from within the production process. In addition to this, we strive to
minimise our impact on the environment year on year.
In summary, Paint Tech Paints rely on first class quality, hi-tech production formulation, scientific
processing techniques, advanced production facilities for perfect function design, underpinned
by competitive pricing.
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